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ELLE's annual roundup of age-defying breakthroughs will have you looking better than your
#flashbackfriday from head to toe. Read on to learn about advancements in pore and wrinkle
reduction, and an acne treatment that involves—wait for it—gold-dipped glass particles.

Get Even

Having hyperpigmented melasma patches can feel like you're sporting unwanted tattoos—and, as
dermatologists have discovered, the comparison isn't far off the mark. "When people have melasma,
they have pigmentation in the epidermis, and often in the dermis as well," says NYC dermatologist
Arielle Kauvar, MD, of the condition, which typically appears with surges in estrogen. While
treatments such as topical hydroquinone work for women with superficial melasma, for those with
the deeper variety, it's a different story. "They have a tattoo, essentially. They have melanin sitting in
the dermis, and there's no way to get rid of it with topicals or superficial treatments," Kauvar says.
Although aggressive lasers or other inflammation-inducing treatments can work counterproductively,
causing the patches to get darker, the 1064 YAG laser, the same used for tattoo removal, "will break
up that pigment into microscopic particles that your immune system clears away," says Kauvar, who
precedes each session with microdermabrasion and follows with prescription pigment-suppressing
topicals such as hydroquinone and tretinoin. The usual end result: 75 to 90 percent improvement in
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trenchant dark patches after three to five treatment sessions.

Related: 6 Ways to Thicken and Lengthen Your Hair

Bead It

Out-of-whack hormones can cause acne to pop up decades past our teens, but a novel treatment,
Sebacia, achieves results with an odd coupling: gold-dipped glass nanoparticles and a hair-removal
laser. In a recent study, researchers slathered subjects with a solution of the tiny gold particles, then
used a handheld massager to vibrate them down to follicles and into oil glands. Next, doctors passed
a laser over the skin, and its heat targeted the beads, damaging the overactive sebaceous glands.
After three sessions spaced two weeks apart, patients had a 61 percent reduction in acne—an
improvement that remained seven months later. Could this be a long-term fix? "That's the hope,"
says Kauvar, who is currently working on Sebacia's FDA trials.

Pore Report

"As we age, skin's connective tissue structure decreases and the pores get larger because they're not
as constricted by surrounding collagen," New York–based derm Macrene Alexiades-Armenakas,
MD, PhD, says. One solution: "inducing collagen in that layer right around the pore to tighten it,"
which she's currently accomplishing with eTwo, a fractional radio-frequency treatment that delivers
columns of energy to heat up underlying tissues and spark tissue regeneration. On patients who have
gotten two sessions spaced a couple of months apart, she says, "I'm finding a significant reduction in
pore size" as well as another benefit: "It also happens to work really well on wrinkles."

Related: How to Keep Skin Looking Young at Every Age

Needle Point

Microneedling, the low-tech yet effective way of boosting collagen by repeatedly and shallowly
puncturing the skin with tiny needles, gets an upgrade with the innovative Aquagold Fine Touch, a
glass vial topped with 20 hair-thin hollow needles that, as they perforate, deliver whatever liquid a
doctor fills the vial with. "People definitely have a different glow and improved texture to their skin,
and skin is more hydrated. We're getting radiance, plus improving fine lines and wrinkles," says
Fredric Brandt, MD, who retextures tissue-paper skin on the face, neck, and hands by filling his Fine
Touch with Belotero Balance, a low-viscosity hyaluronic acid that creates immediate dewiness and
luminosity that lasts for a month. And because the needles bore straight into the dermis as they pass
over the skin, there's less of an ouch factor and trauma than with roller techniques, which can cause
microtears.
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The red-ginseng-powered Sulwhasoo Microdeep Intensive Filling Cream and Patch Duo visibly
reduce smile lines after 15 days of use ($195, us.sulwhasoo.com)

Multitasking Olay Total Effects Pore Minimizing CC Cream tackles multiple signs of aging while
giving skin an airbrushed finish ($20, ulta.com)

With vitamin C and antioxidants, Dr. Brandt Laser Fx Bright Serum targets dark spots caused by
UV exposure as well as those that develop as a result of heat-related inflammation ($78,
sephora.com)

Clinique Sonic System Purifying Cleansing Brush thoroughly cleanses even the most sensitive
skin ($90, sephora.com)

Clarins Super Restorative Night, which improves microcirculation with ginkgo biloba, will help
you wake up radiant ($130, clarinsusa.com)

This story originally appeared in the October issue of ELLE magazine.
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